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Good coaches

Good coaches create an environment 

where everyone is welcomed and 

respected, where it is okay to learn and 

to make mistakes, where improvement is 

encouraged, where players are kept 

engaged and active and enjoying 

canoe polo
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Good coaches . . . 

 encourage participation, fun, learning

 encourage self discipline, high standards

 are firm but fair

 include everyone

 take an interest in each person
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Good coaches . . . 

 keep everyone involved and active

 are punctual

 accept  a ‘duty of care’ 

 involve parents and others in support roles
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How do you conduct yourself?

How you conduct yourself 

determines how you come 

across to the players
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Players want to . . .

 become a better player

 receive feedback

 be encouraged

 be listened to

 not feel bad about getting it wrong
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Teaching skills – skill acquisition

Understanding the three stages of learning encourages  
good practise:

1. Cognitive stage 

2. Associative stage

3. Autonomous stage 

If poor technique is tolerated in the cognitive stage, it 
becomes the technique used in the autonomous stage.
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Giving feedback

Feedback should be positive, constructive and corrective. 

Deliver it as soon as possible, be clear and concise.

Use the sandwich method:

➢ start with a positive statement (what they are doing well)

➢ provide corrective feedback (what needs changing)

➢ end with positive actions the player can use to make the 

change or to improve
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Teaching skills – learning styles

Different people learn in different ways:

1. Visual

2. Auditory

3. Tactile

4. Reading and writing

Be aware of the training squad and the different ways 
individuals respond to different learning styles. Use a 
combination of learning styles to teach.
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Teaching sporting skills
DEDICT
Use DEDICT to teach sporting skills

Demonstrate – demonstrate the skill without comment or 
description

Explain – explain the skill, what it does and its key 
components

Demonstrate – demonstrate the skill again but explain how 
and why

Imitate – ask the training squad to do the skill

Correct – as the squad practises, correct errors with 
each person

Test – place the skill under test, use the it in a 
competitive way
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Use reference points

 Reference points allow consistent identification 
and assessment of key aspects of technique

 Identify three reference points for the technique 
you are observing and use them consistently 
between players

Example: forward paddling

1. Body rotation to insert the paddle

2. Blade is full depth

3. Paddle exits at the hip
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Class exercise
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Nominate a paddling or throwing skill and 
identify three reference points for coaching 



Exercise

Nominate a paddling or throwing skill 

and demonstrate DEDICT

Work in pairs, one person is student, the 

other is coach
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Group management

For safety and for efficient coaching:

 group paddlers according to skill level

 keep paddlers focused and active

 keep paddlers together and within control

 involve each player, use names
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Off-water coaching
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Off-water coaching

Use off-water coaching for:

➢ warm up drills

➢ ball throwing techniques

➢ whiteboard sessions to explain tactics

➢ physical positioning of players to 
demonstrate defence and offence tactics
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